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The Ultimate Facebook Ad Cheat Sheet
Facebooks ads can be overwhelming, especially if you're new to
them. Think about the next ad you'd like to create. What's your
objective? Which placements and ad formats would work best for
you? Who are you targeting? What should your ad creative look like
or convey? It's a lot to consider at once!
Add to that some stipulations that may be foreign to you such ad
some objectives not letting you optimize for certain actions and
some placements altering how your creative looks in the feeds. It’s a
lot to keep up with because one individual choice can set off a chain
reaction, leading to frustration. If you’ve ever run even a single ad
campaign, there’s a good chance that you’ve run into this problem.
Even professional advertisers can struggle to keep up with all the
changes.
In an effort to give you clarity on your next ads, we created the
ultimate Facebook Ads cheat sheet. This guide will help you decipher
all of the choices you have so you can craft a campaign that reaches
all of your goals!

Add us on Instagram and DM us "Small Business
Resources" and we will send you our Small
Business Marketing Guide, Social Media Best
Practices Guide, Trello Training Video, Social Media
Campaign Checklist, Target Audience Worksheet,
and Instagram Bingo for free!

Facebook Ad Objectives
Your Facebook Ad objective determines what goals you want to prioritize or
what actions you want users to take. They will affect what specific action you
can “optimize” for in the bidding section.

Brand awareness | Focuses on increasing reach to introduce your brand to
new audiences or build more awareness with those who are already familiar
with you. You can only optimize for ad recall lift, and you’ll pay for impressions.
Reach | Have your ad seen by as many people in your target audience as your
budget allows. Best used for large audiences. You can prioritize impressions
(total views) or reach (unique views). Choose reach in most cases. You’ll be
charged for impressions either way.
Traffic | Prioritize clicks to your website or landing page. You can choose to
optimize for landing page views, link clicks, impressions, or daily unique reach.
Your choice here will determine whether you’re charged per click or
impressions.
Engagement | Drive on-platform actions such as likes, comments, shares, or
event responses. Messenger placements are not available for this campaign
type. You can optimize for impressions, post engagements, or daily unique
reach, and you pay by impressions.

App Installs | Try to increase installs of your mobile app. You can optimize for
app installs, retention, link clicks, app events, and 10-second video views.
Retention optimizes for people who are more likely to open to the app on the
second or seventh day after install, making them a more valuable audience.
You’re charged for impressions, 10-second video views, or link clicks depending
on what you optimize for.
Video Views | Show your ads to viewers who are most likely to watch your
videos. You can optimize for different lengths of views [15-seconds or less, 10second views, and 2-second views]. You’ll either pay for impressions or for 10second video views.
Lead Generation | Show users lead generation ads and optimize for having
your lead forms filled out and submitted. You can optimize for leads and pay
accordingly. Messenger and audience placements aren’t available for this
objective.
Messages | Get users in contact with you by encouraging them to message you
through Messenger or WhatsApp. You can’t use the audience network or right
column ads. You can optimize for replies and pay for impressions.
Conversions | Prioritize conversions like lead sign-ups, event registrations, or
purchases. Optimize for the right action by setting this up through the
conversion pixel. If you optimize for conversions, you’ll pay for impressions.
Catalog Sales | Use your on-platform catalogs to sell more to your target
audience, showing relevant ads to every user in your audience. You can
retarget or show your ads to new prospective customers. Optimize for link
clicks, conversion events, or impressions.
Store Traffic | Get users to come to see you in your brick-and-mortar store. You
can add map cards to carousel ads, and the best option is “store visit
optimization.”

Ad Targeting Options
Audience targeting is a crucial part of your ad campaigns, and there are so
many options to choose from. Here are the options you need to know:

Location | Target users based on people who live or have recently been to a
certain country, zip code, city, or region.
Age | Target on a custom age range.
Gender | You can target all genders, or men or women exclusively.
Language | Use the languages users speak to show the right ad to the right
audience.
Demographics, Interests, and Behaviors | These are all included in one
section called “detailed targeting” and allow you to target people based on
things like whether they’re parents, homeowners, like vegan food, or work in
the B2B fields.

Ad Targeting Options
Exclusionary Targeting | Make sure that certain people don’t see your ad,
even if they otherwise belong to your target audience. For example, you can
exclude any people that already like your page.

Custom Audience Options
Custom audiences allow you to target more specific users based on their
relationship with your site obtained either through email lists, on-platform
actions, in-app events, or on-site tracking. Here are the options you can choose
from:

Website Traffic | Retarget users based on their activity on your site, including
viewing all pages or only specific ones, or taking specific actions like adding
products to a cart.
App Activity | Target users who have opened your app within a certain time
frame or taken a certain action within it.
Customer Files | Use a file of customer information like email addresses to
target specific users through Facebook Ads. Think an email list obtained after
users purchased.

Offline Activity | Target users who have interacted your business in-store or
through the phone. To do this, you need to set up offline events.
Video | Use on-platform video views to retarget users, reaching out based on
how long the viewed your video for.
Instagram Business Profile | Connect with users who interacted with your
Instagram business profile or one of your Instagram Ads.
Lead Form | Show new ads to users who have taken some action with your
lead form, even if they only opened it but didn’t complete it.
Events | If people attended, engaged with, or expressed interest in your onplatform event, you can retarget them.
Facebook Page | Create an audience based on users who interacted with your
page in specific ways.
Instant Experiences | Connect with users who opened, clicks, or otherwise
interacted with your Instant Experience Ads (we reference this is in the ad
format section).
Lookalike Audiences | Create a lookalike audience that’s similar to the custom
audiences of your choice. This is a great way to connect with cold audiences
that are similar to high-value customers.

Placement Options
Placements determine where your ad actually shows up, and certain
placements may come with certain limitations. Note that you can target by
device, too. You can also target desktop-only or mobile-only users.

These are the placement options currently available. Note that not every
placement is available for every objective and we will flag that here.

Facebook Feeds | Ads appear in users’ feeds on Facebook; this is one of the
most popular and flexible options.
Instant Articles | Ads open up to present more information about the articles
at hand.
In-stream Videos | Video ads can be placed in the middle of high-quality
content, interrupting users who are watching other videos.
Right Column Ads | Ads show up in the right column on Facebook’s desktop
newsfeed.
Suggested Videos | This placement is available for both Facebook and for the
audience network and it shows users your video as a suggestion when they
finish a video they’re currently watching.

Marketplace | Show your ad to users who are browsing in Facebook’s
marketplace, and are therefore already looking to purchasing there.
Stories | Stories are available for Facebook, Facebook’s inbox, and Instagram.
They allow you to show a vertical image or a 15-seconds-or-less vertical video
and attach a link for users to click.
Instagram Feeds | Ads appear in users’ main feeds on Instagram. These
campaigns have higher-than-average engagement and click-through rates.
Audience Network Ads | These ads appear in apps within Facebook’s network
so your ads can be taken off Facebook. These ads typically have a lower-thanaverage CPC. Lead generation objectives can’t use the audience network.
Messenger Inbox Ads | Your ad will appear in Messenger (but not as a message
that users have to open). Note that this is not available with the Engagement or
Lead Generation objectives.
Sponsored Messages | Only available with the “Messages” objective, it sends
users your ad in a Messenger message.

Facebook Ad Image & Video Guidelines
Facebook has specific image and video guidelines when it comes to ad size, file
types, and more. Here are some basic guidelines:
You can use 1200 x 628 ads or square 1080 x 1080 ads for most placements.
Carousel ads require 1:1 square images and videos, with the recommended
1080 x 1 080 pixels.
It’s recommended to use .JPG files for images and .MOV or .MP4 for video.

The maximum video file size is 4GB.
It’s recommended to use vertical video, which uses 4:5 or 2:3 aspect ratios.
The maximum size for image files is 30MB.Stories can’t be longer than 15
seconds, but Facebook video ads can be up to 240 minutes long.
Images and video thumbnails that contain more than 20% text may be
penalized in the ad system, particularly in reach. You can use this tool to
double check and make sure you’re in compliance.

Facebook Ad Formats
The Facebook Ad format you choose will affect how users see and interact with
your ad and it can have a huge impact on the campaign’s performance. These
are the current ad format options you can choose from:

Single Image or Video Ads | Pick a single image or video to showcase in your
ad. It’s typically recommended to use an image of 1200×628 or a 16:9 aspect
ratio.
Carousel Ads | Carousel ads have higher-than-average engagement and clickthrough rates and allow you to feature between two and ten square 1:1 slides
of images and/or videos. Users can scroll through them.

Collection Ads | Feature numerous products in a single ad; when users click,
they can see more of your product catalog and hopefully purchase.
Instant Experiences Ads | These were previously called “Canvas Ads,” and are
a full-screen mobile experience that users can scroll through and interact with.

Add-On Features & Best Practices
A/B Testing | Facebook allows you to run tests to identify what parts of your
campaigns are working and then optimize them. Enable this feature when you
choose your objective, and then decide which variable you want to test. You
can only text one variable (creative OR audience, for example) per ad
campaign.

Campaign Budget Optimization | Have your budget optimized across all ad
sets to get more results depending on how you’re allocating it. You can control
spending on each ad.

Facebook Offers | Create offers, like discounts or free shipping, and attach
them to your ads when you want to drive conversions. They’re effective when
trying to get the first sale from a customer, and you can set limits, expiration
dates, and requirements for how the offers are used.

Conversion Tracking | Conversion tracking allows you to track off-Facebook
actions outside of simple clicks so you can see how effective your ads are offplatform. You can also set up app evens and offline events.

Keep this post on hand to reference when mapping out your campaign,
and do a quick once over before creating new campaigns to make sure that
you’re not missing anything.
If you get stuck or have questions, get ahold of us and we will hlep!

Do you need additional support? Check out other
ways to work with us!
Facebook Ad Accelerator
Join our 4-week training program where we teach you how to create, run, and
analyze your ads. This is a hands-on, done-WITH-you course that will leave you
with the knowledge and skillset you need to run and maintain your Facebook
ads after completing the training.
Week 1: Objectives [how to choose the right one for your goals and budget]
Week 2: Targeting [how to find your target market and not waste ad spend]
Week 3: Ads creatives & CTA
Week 3: Measuring results, reporting, and adjusting ads
CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP & SCHEDULE

Let us take over your marketing!
Slantics is the ad and marketing team you've been searching for | creating,
managing, and optimizing profitable digital marketing strategies that grow
your business. If our done-with-you training isn't for you, maybe our doneFOR-you services are.
At Slantics, we connect nationwide B2B, B2C, and non-profit clients to their
consumers through beautifully crafted, user-friendly brand experiences. A fullservice agency, we specialize in branding, digital and traditional marketing,
paid advertising, and custom websites. Allow us to amplify your brand’s look,
sound, and feel.
CLICK HERE TO WORK WITH US

REACH OUT WITH ANY QUESTIONS.

We look forward to working with you!
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